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Chapter 1 

Welcome back to the story. If you’re sitting comfortably, we’ll carry on… 

Whilst Magnuss Earplug and Hair-Trigger Provost continued their fall along the 

Gravity Well… 

 

 …that passed through the multiverse en route to their real place in all creation – that 

being the Museum of Future Technology…  

 

…Baron Frankincense was getting re-acquainted with his monstrous creations... 



 

"Ah, there you are, you bunch of stinky..." He began. But he quickly changed tack 

when he noticed Rupert Piles and his 3D TV camera. "I'm so glad you're safe: would 

you like some fresh linen?" He finished unconvincingly. 

"Who wants a nice cup of tea and a slice of lemon drizzle cake?" Oigoor offered more 

successfully. 

Despite the presence of a 3D TV camera, the Baron instantly forgot himself for a 

moment - and reverted to type: "Don't waste lemon drizzle cake on these hopeless 

stitch-ups." He snapped. "Give them a glass of water and a couple of Rich Tea 

Fingers." Then, just as quickly he realised his error; but it was too late... 

 

...because Rupert Piles had begun a live TV debate on the social rights of reanimated 

End Caps in an advanced Earplug society, and it looked pretty certain that it wouldn't 

go Frankincense's way. 



Meanwhile, elsewhere (and with his sense of omnipotence increased hugely by 

EvilRoboSecGua's request for aid) Ballington Cork, the would-be cork god…  

 

…decided to swell his ranks further by creating some End Cap clones. Although he'd 

never attempted such a feat before, he felt confident that it would be (as his snivelling 

underling put it) 'a piece of cake', which was a colloquialism for ‘easy peasy’… 

 

"Look," he said to his favoured acolytes, "it is from these small pits of protoplasmic goo 

that I shall create an army of tan coloured desert warriors. Honestly. You just wait and 

see!" 

Well he then did something all  cleverly psychic and telekinetic that seemed to draw all 

the amino acids and other life-creating stuff together, and slowly shapes began to form 

from the very material of the ground upon which Ballington stood… 



 

Unfortunately they were found to be totally lifeless; lacked faces of any kind; and smelt 

of rotting fish. Ballington's followers tried to put on a collective brave face… 

 

…but the cork god could see that their hearts weren't really in it. 

"Hubris." He whispered to himself as he stared morosely though the window, set high 

in the side of Swottan Hetty. "Mummy always said I'd pay for mine one day." 

 

Then, for hours, he stamped his way around the large military establishment all by 

himself... 



 

...thinking of ways to increase his loyal flock. But it was only when a chance chill wind 

blew up his kilt that he realised that he already had additional followers: those who had 

been put into suspended animation with him upon Henhouse Island. So he had two 

biological android followers pilot Landing Craft RD125, loaded to the gunwales with his 

soldiery... 

 

...and steer it out to sea – towards the place of his earlier incarceration... 



 

When, a brief period later, it arrived safely at Henhouse Island, the small green end 

caps stormed into the docks: across the veldt: through the jungle and all those sort of 

places; and finally rushed into the former prison facility... 

 

Then they whooshed down several levels to the cryonic centre via a high-speed 

elevator... 

 

...where they discovered Ballington's frozen followers... 



"Hey, you got any idea how we unfreeze these poor unfortunate geezers?" The 

Corporal asked the Snivelling Underling. 

 

The Snivelling Underling replied: "Have you tried that knob that says 'Hot', 'Medium' 

and 'Cold'?" 

The Corporal hadn't, but now that someone had suggested it (and who could shoulder 

the blame if things went wrong); he went right ahead and twisted it. A few minutes 

later... 

 

"Good news everyone." The Corporal announced to the recently thawed earplugs, 

"You've been re-enlisted." 

Thereafter they all rushed back... 

 



…to the Museum of Future Technology; into Swottan Hetty... 

 

...to be confronted by the would-be cork god himself... 

 

"I'm so sorry that I couldn't come to Henhouse Island to free you personally," he spoke 

expansively, "but even a god must visit the lavatory once in a while. Christofe LaMerde, 

it is so wonderful to see you breathing once more. And Frooty Dangler: how's it, er, 

hangin', man? Edie Thrush: you were always my favourite female - even when I had the 

choice of thousands. I'd take you in my arms in a heartbeat, but we're in mixed 

company, so I think I’ll pass on this occasion. Benjamin D'isaster, I still hope to make 

you my Prime Minister - that is if you don't have any skeletons in the cupboard, so-to-

speak. They won't find any full-colour 'selfies' of your backside on the Internet, I hope? 

Pretty-Boy Plankton: I'm always in need of some rotten swine gangster-type to do my 

dirty work for me. Do you still specialise in Wellington boots filled with lead pipe and 

musket balls?" 

Ballington continued in this vein until he had welcomed each and every one of his 

original followers personally and warmly.  He then introduced them to Prince Bucky, 

whom, he informed them, was his Right-Hand Earplug…  



 

"When do we start breakin' people's knuckles?" Pretty-Boy Plankton inquired 

enthusiastically. 

Ballington tittered at this. "Oh, I imagine that it won't be long before some silly earplug 

begins to put up a better resistance than those twits at T.W.I.T." He replied. 

Edie Thrush spoke next. "I'm still feeling the cold from the cryogenic chamber." She 

said suggestively. "I need something warm inside me. I'm talking about banana custard 

and a slice of toast here. Any chance, Bally-baby?" 

"All in good time, my dear." Ballington replied "But there are more pressing matters. 

Now perhaps you'd all like to be shown your quarters – each of which has an automated 

tea machine and a hot line to the Café Puke." 

Meanwhile, in the Eleventh Century Irish peat bog Shiny-Dome Dom was 

introducing Seamus and the Peat-Boggers to Mister Zinc's recently completed eco-

friendly Robot Security Guard, within the cosy confines of a sandstone cave… 

 



"Oi, you lot." He interrupted their idle chatter. "This is Slavemaster One. Whatever he 

tells you to do, you do. Savvy? He might be solar powered, but don't go thinking you 

can run away from him when it gets cloudy or there's a lunar eclipse: no, coz he's got a 

hydrogen fuel cell as a back-up; a basic battery for electrocuting miscreants; radio 

communications; and hypodermic dart gun up his nose too. Now he's gonna take you 

out to the peat bog and show you to your tools.” 

Shortly they arrived, and were shown the tools with which they were expected to cut 

peat… 

 

The very peat with which Mister Zinc planned to trade with his neighbours for 'bibs 

and bobs' that he required to accelerate the advancement of current technology to a 

higher level… 

 

"These tools are too blinking advanced for rural types like us." Seamus complained. 

"Give us a blinking shovel or two, and we'll get ya blinking peat cut for ya." 

Slavemaster One was unmoved. "These tools have been designed by my creator - Mister 

Zinc." He informed the Peat-Boggers. "They are superior to anything from this era - 

including shovels. You will learn to use them efficiently - or suffer accordingly." 



Elsewhere - in the dark woodland to be precise - the Absent Without Leave Peat-

Bogger, Knobby, had found a friend - in the shape of an escaped End Cap 

named Samson... 

 

They had a whale of time together - chatting animatedly; eating nuts and berries; 

swinging from vines; and holding an impromptu farting contest. After a dip in the misty 

pool to cool down, and some frolicking together through the bracken, Samson decided 

to introduce Knobby to his woodland tribe - the Arborialista... 

 

The Arborialista were a miserable bunch of bleeders, but they tried their best to make 

Knobby feel welcome. They invited him back to their village, where he met... 

 



...some equally miserable rubber bungs, who had sought refuge with the end cap tribe 

when their village had been destroyed by Mister Zinc - to make way for a dirt track to 

and from his farms and other multifarious projects… 

 

As temperatures climbed and tempers became frayed, Knobby tried to put on a brave 

face. He did this because he couldn't help but notice that the chief's daughter, Impetigo, 

was extremely attractive, even without the trace of a smile upon her face. With his mind 

concentrated upon her potentially lovely visage, Knobby cast an ill-thought-

out suggestion into the conversation that would have repercussions of the cataclysmic 

kind. "Cripes," he said, "if this Zinc guy's such a pain, why don't we go give him a kick 

in the butt?" 

The chief of the Aborialista seized upon this, and along with the rubber bungs, he and 

the village elders began to make their plans. This gave Knobby the opportunity to have 

a quiet chat with the girl of his dreams... 

 

"Ah, Impetigo is it?" He began awkwardly, because he wasn't much used to talking 

with gorgeous females. "You're very pretty, and all that." 

Impetigo smiled at this, which only addled Knobby's brain even further. 



"I don't suppose you're one of them sort of girls who isn’t too fussy about what their 

boyfriend looks like, are ya?" He managed. 

Impetigo's smile grew coy. "No," she replied quietly, "I quite like weirdoes. That way I 

can think up a convincing lie about why, regarding my reasons for smothering them in 

kisses, when I hear Father's squeaky wheelbarrow draw to a halt outside the family 

hut." 

Knobby considered that the conversation seemed to be going quite well for him. "Ah, 

there's nice bunch of bracken in the woods.” He informed Impetigo. “It's excellent for 

frolicking through. Would you care to partake?" 

"Good idea." The pretty maid replied. 

So, moments later... 

 

"This is a very nice hat you've had me wear." Knobby observed. 

"It's my brother's.” Impetigo replied. “It's to remind me of how angry he'll be if he 

finds that I've succumbed to your charm and thrown myself at you in a wanton 

manner." 

"Heck," an alarmed Knobby cried out, "he's a big fella too, so he is. I’ve seen him. I 

reckon we should get back to your village straight away: I'd feel an awful lot safer 

there." 

As a result of Knobby's premature return, the wayward Peatbogger was able to supply 

input into a plan that had been hatched against Mister Zinc. Immediately a messenger 

was despatched to Seamus O’Soddit - to warn of the forthcoming attack - where he 

found them toiling beneath a merciless grey sky. Naturally, in compliance with Mister 

Zinc’s strict Health and safety rules, each of them wore a safety helmet. As a result they 

were all sweating profusely; and the lovely Vulga had been forced to retrieve her cast 

off pudding hat to soak up the perspiration... 



 

So, whilst Patrick Spondooley kept Slavemaster One busy by talking total garbage... 

 

...the dwarf rubber bung sidled up to the others - and told them the news... 

 

"Ah, that's great, so it is." Seamus responded. "Five minutes after sundown. Perfect. 

We'll be there." 

"How will we know its sundown?" The lovely Vulga inquired reasonably enough. 

"With all this low cloud and occasional drizzle, we won't know the difference between 

day and night." 

"Heck, ya right." Seamus snarled - their plan apparently ruined by the Irish climate. "I 

was really looking forward to putting the boot into the mealy-mouthed git." 



"We could always blow a big horn." The Messenger suggested. 

"A fine idea." Seamus replied. He then added: "Are you sure you weren't a Peat-

Bogger in an earlier life? These tools are rubbish: we’re behind schedule: we could use 

an extra hand here." 

Meanwhile Knobby had slipped away into the woods where he'd hoped to put aside any 

thoughts of the chief's daughter. But he failed utterly… 

 

Everywhere he looked he saw Impetigo in his mind... 

 

Even when she had her grumpy face on, he believed the sun shone out of her ears. And 

when she smiled... 

 



...it was like she was some sort of heavenly angel - flying atop an ethereal UFO! 

Chapter 2 

Elsewhere, in both space and time, the least famous pair of Earplug Brothers - Miles 

and Chester - had grown weary of waiting for their more daring brother, Magnuss, to 

return from an alternate dimension; so they took themselves off to an art gallery. 

Naturally they chose to study the work of the Museum of Future Technology's most 

reviled artist - the disgustingly inept, but strangely popular, Anton Twerp… 

 

They were so pleased to be doing something as a duo that they smiled all the way there. 

Normally it was their elder brothers, Rudi and Valentine, who hogged the headlines, 

whilst they waited around to be called in to form a Psychic Shield or some such - and 

thereby save the day.  

"Gosh, this is an impressive entrance." Miles gushed as they made their way inside… 

 

But it was nothing when compared with the interior. "Holy carp." He added. "Now this 

is something else!"   



 

"Vaulted ceilings: my favourite."  

 

"Never mind the architecture." Chester chided. "Let's go see the art works." 

The first 'art work' caught them by surprise as super-fast tachyon bolts hurtled up 

through the transparent floor from the bowels of the exhibit, disappeared up their 

trouser legs and shook them stupid.... 

 



But surprise turned to fear when the same transparent floor appeared to shatter, and 

both earplugs were sure that in moments they would fall to their deaths… 

 

"Anton Twerp is an idiot." Miles decided. 

So they moved on. "Ah…more vaulting." Miles said cheerfully... 

 

"Re-vaulting." Chester punned horribly. 

But even he was impressed by the oil painting that awaited them around the first 

corner... 



 

But was less impressed with a transparent 'sculpture' of a hole, entitled 'Orifice'... 

 

"It doesn't have any glass in it." Miles complained. 

And both were appalled at the child-like complexity of the next exhibit... 



 

...until they discovered that Twerp had painted it by applying paint to his nose, and had 

painted the depiction of a nuclear explosion by rubbing it against the canvas in the 

dark. Miles was appalled, especially when he detected a nostril hair in the paint. But 

Chester was secretly impressed, and wondered if he might ever be quite so artistically 

bold. 

For the next exhibit Miles and Chester were supplied with safety helmets. At first they 

couldn't understand why - after all, the exhibit had been titled innocuously enough… 

 

"Wandering Snoz Syndrome." Chester read the label. "I wonder what that means." 

He was soon to learn... 

 



"It's getting bigger." Miles observed. 

Then this happened... 

 

"Oh, by the Saint of All Earplugs," Chester cried out, "what an enormous nose. And 

prehensile too!" 

“I’m so envious!” Miles wailed miserably. 

But that wasn't the end of it - or rather it was... 

 

"Argh, it’s not a nose at all: it’s a Prehensile Attack Hooter of immense proportions." 

He yelled as his helmet came under siege. 



"And vicious too – like an Anti-Burglar Nose." An alarmed Miles yelped. "It's knocking 

you senseless: let's get the heck out of here!" 

 It was an excellent suggestion: one which Chester grabbed with both hands. So, after 

collecting their breath, Chester and Miles were vaguely disappointed by the next 'work 

of art' - even though it had collected quite a large number of interested viewers... 

 

"Isn't that Mister Pong in the picture? The owner of the Exotic Food restaurant and the 

Snozzle Nozzle?” Chester inquired of his brother. "It certainly looks like him." 

"If so, who are the other two?" Miles countered. "And look at that nose: it's so huge! 

No, like much of Twerp's work, it's absolute rubbish and nasally obsessed." 

So they moved on to an oddly reflective surface that only reflected the reverse side of 

the person looking at it… 

 



"If we dropped our trousers," Chester suggested cheekily, "we'd be able to see our 

buttocks from any angle. Other than that, I can see no point in this remarkable 

garbage." 

So they moved on. But Miles had an inkling that Twerp was keeping something 

stupendous to show them up his metaphorical sleeve - and for a moment a shiver of fear 

ran up his spine like a sixteen-legged spider with hob-nail boots on. For a second 

moment he thought that he might have found it straight away - when they encountered 

the artist himself in a side alcove, as he regarded his personal version of ’Spurned’... 

 

"I like this version better." Miles informed Anton Twerp. “The other one was too 

flowery.” 

"You are an earplug of firmly held opinions." The artist replied. "So what is your 

opinion of this?" 

 



For a moment Miles was surprised by the sudden appearance of Twerp's tutu. Chester 

felt nauseous. 

“Too flowery, perhaps?” Twerp suggested as he read both earplug’s expressions with 

remarkable ease. "You don't like it?" He inquired - fully aware of the truth. 

Miles tried a brief smile, but it was too late: he'd hurt Twerp's feelings, and that sense 

of fear that he'd felt earlier returned - but had doubled in intensity… 

 

"Come and look at this." Twerp instructed the two young earplugs. 

With a sudden sense of helplessness, Miles and Chester felt compelled to follow... 

 

"Opinions please," the artist requested, "upon this..." 



 

"Um, a desert scene, perhaps?" Miles half-suggested. 

"With a hill or sand dune in it." Chester added. 

"And a nasty big black sun in the sky." Miles observed. 

"Anything else?" Twerp inquired further. 

"Um, two earplugs?" Chester replied hopefully. 

"Look more closely." Twerp urged his guests, who acquiesced without complaint or 

delay. 

Instantly recognition struck: "Flip me backwards - it's us!" Miles' voice blared like a 

fog horn. "But how?" 

"Are you sure?" Twerp said calmly. "Look again." 

 



"Duh?" Chester grunted when he returned his gaze to the picture. "More earplugs and 

an end cap? Where did they come from?" 

But before Twerp could begin to answer Chester’s question, the picture seemed to surge 

over the twins like an irresistible tidal bore of pigment and canvas – and in the blink of 

an eye... 

 

"Miles," Chester spoke from somewhere over his brother's shoulder, "what the heck 

just happened?" 

Whilst the end cap and two earplugs, who had appeared in the painting - and now 

shared this experience with Miles and Chester -, ran around in panic-stricken circles, 

the two brothers stood perfectly still and tried to make sense of the situation in 

which they now found themselves hopelessly ensnared… 

 

Initially Chester was transfixed by the sight of the black sun, so it was left to Miles to 

bring his intellectual assets to the problem: "We were looking at a painting." He said to 

himself. "Now we're in it. Make sense of that Miles." 



This last line brought Chester from the brink of the deep well of fear. "You're Miles." 

He said. "And I'm Chester." 

 

"I know that, you wally." Miles retorted angrily. "I was talking to myself. I had little 

choice: you'd gone off in some horror-fuelled fugue." 

"Sorry." Chester replied in a small voice. He did so hate being shouted at by any of his 

siblings - especially Miles, whom he liked more than the others because he was his twin. 

But before Miles could accept his heart-felt apology, a voice called out... 

 

"Hey, guys," the earplug formerly known as the gravedigger, but who had been 

transformed, both physically and intellectually, by intelligent bacteria that had resided 

in an effluent spill that had totally immersed the mealy-mouthed git in the cemetery a 

couple of days earlier, and who now went by the name of Mister Plop, called out, "this 

sand dune, stroke, hillock, aint a sand dune, stroke, hillock at all: it seems to be made of 

some material I can't readily identify - even with my bacteria-enhanced intellect." 



He then jumped backwards in a display of gymnastic excellence. "And this black sun 

aint nothing but a big hole in the backdrop of this artificial reality." 

 

Mister Plop's soothing voice and logical description of those artefacts closest to the 

group, calmed the other earplug - who introduced herself as Henrietta Clamp - and the 

end cap, who Miles vaguely recalled and assumed was known by his family as Blam 

Sanders. Together the five of them escaped the rather restrictive 'desert' scene through 

the big hole, and now found themselves somewhere else… 

 

"Ooh," Henrietta sighed, "it's just like being back-stage at the local theatre. Oh, 

p'raps that's what it is. P'raps it's not an artificial reality at all – but a palace of 

entertainment!" 

"A fine analogy." Mister Plop complimented the young female earplug. "But where are 

all the stage hands? Sorry to disappoint you, but you're completely wrong, you dippy 

and mentally deficient sow. Now get a flaming grip on your logic circuits: let's go take a 

look around." 



So they did - soon passing from the backdrop scheme, into. Well they weren't entirely 

sure what type of scheme they now found themselves in; but they felt it could be safely 

described as dark and labyrinthine. They also found two more earplugs. One of them 

was fretting: the other was suspended in a giant web... 

 

Miles was keen to cut the poor unfortunate chap down, but Chester was more 

concerned by the precipitous drop beside which they now stood. But Miles prevailed, 

and soon they all stood upon their feet once more. Once more erect, they decided to 

introduce themselves whilst on the move... 

 

One of them, it transpired, was an actor whose name was Bert Frogget, but who was 

better known by his character’s name in a children's TV serial, Aquaplug. The other 

was his dresser, Clive. Miles was vaguely familiar with the show: he'd watched it since 

he was a kid, and still had the matching bedspread and pillow case stowed away in a 

suitcase in the attic. He tried to recall an episode... 



 

...but couldn't. So he tried to recall the lead character's face... 

 

"Oh yes," He said. "I remember you. I liked your goggles; but hated your fake 

moustache." 



A short while later the situation appeared to have improved slightly when the 'grubby' 

zone made way for the 'dilapidated' zone, in which everything appeared to be made of a 

plastic-like material that had passed its ‘sell-by’ date... 

 

"I don't think I can take much more of this." Henrietta complained. "All this aimless 

wandering: it's just too exciting. Intoxicating even!" 

Miles and Chester weren't having half as much fun. In fact, had they been able to find 

the back door, it is safe to assume that they'd have disappeared out of it at least a half 

hour earlier. But as it was they trudged onwards through the burning heat of the mid-

day sun... 

 

Sweltering profusely, Miles called a halt; sought shelter in the shade of alcove; and 

discussed the situation with Henrietta... 



 

"I'm not really convinced that Anton Twerp is responsible for this." The smiley faced 

female said as she gazed out of the window at the shimmering heat haze beyond. "I 

mean, honestly; how can you possibly imagine that an artist - who could produce 

rubbishy works like that wandering nose thing - could create this vast edifice of deceit? 

Where could he get the technology? Not even the Museum of Future Technology can do 

this!" 

Henrietta had a good point, but Miles thought he had the perfect response: "I'll reply to 

that as we walk." He said. "That way I won't have to explain it all again to Chester." 

So, as they set out across what was a veritable minefield of dangerous sink holes and 

partially hidden subterranean lavatories, Miles expounded upon his theory: "I think 

that it's his great artistic talent that allows him to create...what did you call it, 

Henrietta? – ‘this edifice of deceit’?" 

 



"Yeah?" A depressed Blam Sanders summoned up a grunt from somewhere south of 

his diaphragm. "How's that then?" 

"Well," Miles continued, after thanking Blam for his cue, "imagine the creative energy 

of a brain that could not only paint in oils, sculpt in PVC, think up stuff like a wobbly 

nosey thing that hits people in the head - and exhibits it all in a fabulously vaulted hall. 

It would be massive. Humongous. Vast - upon a planetary scale. Then imagine that he 

concentrates that creative energy into a single thought..." 

Mister Plop; Aquaplug actor - Bert Frogget; and his dresser - Clive were all feeling too 

sorry for themselves to think properly; but Blam Sanders caught Miles' drift perfectly: 

"You mean that all this stuff is a figment of Anton Twerp's imagination?" He roared in 

dismay. "A person who can paint badly with his hooter in the dark has created an 

entire Bubble Universe and trapped us inside it? Oh, by the Saint of All Earplugs and 

the Hairy Goblin of End Cap Hell: this is unbearable. How do we get out of it?" 

But before Miles could answer the end cap's question, it became necessary for them all 

to squeeze out through a narrow aperture... 

 

Miles and Henrietta made it through with ease, but Mister Plop and Aquaplug's dresser 

- Clive both panicked with severe claustrophobia - dismantling their intellect in the 

process... 

 



"Argh!" Mister Plop bellowed which was quickly followed by: "I can't stand it. I can't 

stand it. Someone put me out of my misery!" 

And Clive whinnied, "Get out of the flipping way, you foul-smelling butt wiper. I'm 

upside down. When blood rushes to my head, I start suffocating!" 

 Fortunately, with Blam and Aquaplug pushing from behind, Clive and Mister Plop 

burst from the opening, and stood once more upon solid ground in the open air. 

 

"I don't wanna be here no more!" Mister Plop wailed. "I just wanna go back to being 

a miserable low-life gravedigger again. Somebody - get me outta here!” 

"Yeah, me too." Clive added his own two Pluggento's worth. "Only I don't wish to be a 

gravedigger: I just like to dress actors; bathe in the glow of their triumphs; 

commiserate with their failures; - and lightly dust their underwear with talcum 

powder!" 

Any further words were drowned out by a strange whirring sound that seemed to 

emanate from everywhere at once. Then both earplugs began pixelating inexplicably... 
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And their appearance subtly altered... 

 

"Yuk!" Henrietta exclaimed. "What a pair of ugly bleeders they are!" 

"Yes." Blam Sanders agreed. "Someone - make them go away!" 

Then, as if by the end cap's command, their appearance altered again... 

 

When no one complained, this happened... 
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"Hello," the blue earplug said, "my name is Quentin Heartthrob: I was standing beside 

a nice painting by Anton Twerp, when whoosh - here I am!" 

"And I'm Bulbus Batwing. Hi." The green apparition beside Quentin spoke. "Much the 

same happened to me too. In fact exactly the same happened to me. In fact I was 

standing beside Quentin, here, when it happened. What the flip happened, by the way?" 

Miles explained. 

"Well it seems to me," Bert Frogget - better known as the children's entertainer, 

Aquaplug - said unexpectedly, "that the only way out of here is by complaining a lot." 

So they drew the word 'help in the soil... 

 

...and shouted a lot. When this elicited no response from the powers that had replaced 

Clive and Mister Plop with Quentin Heartthrob and Bulbus Batwing, Bulbus took it 

upon himself to add an exclamation point... 

 

"Let's try some imploring." Henrietta suggested. 



“Indeed.” Quentin agreed. “And possibly some lewd remarks and offensive swearing 

too.” 

So they did, but it seemed to do no good – at least initially. But before long the earplugs 

(and solitary end cap) heard a strange buzzing sound. They had just enough time to 

look up; screw up their eyes against the light; and flare their nostrils, when a flying 

saucer hove into view in the rafters high above... 

 

"A flying machine!" Henrietta cried out in wonder. 

By now Miles doubted everything his eyes and ears told him. "Ah, but is it really?" He 

replied doubtfully. 

The flying machine descended until it hovered scant measures above them... 

 



"Yes it flipping is." A voice burst from a speaker in the 'nose' of the strange vessel. "Do 

you think we're hanging from a flipping string or something, you dozy twit?" 

A second voice erupted from the same speaker: "Now get out of the flipping way; we 

want to land." 

The earplugs had just sufficient time to step backwards before the not-particularly 

mighty vessel settled upon the uncertain terrain... 

 

Moments later several of its crew emerged. Everyone was shocked to note that they 

were dwarf rubber bungs... 

 



It was the Aquaplug actor who was first to speak: "We didn't expect to be saved by 

dwarf rubber bungs." He said – ‘rather foolishly’, or so thought Miles… 

 

"Life's a sod, aint it!" The leader of the flying machine crew replied. "You're Bert 

Frogget, right?" 

"I prefer to go by the name of Aquaplug."  Bert Frogget insisted. 

"More fool you.” The rubber bung leader (who omitted to give his name) snarled. 

“Aquaplug is a stupid name from an even stupider show. When I was a kid I had to 

endure every poxy episode of Aquaplug whilst eating breakfast before school. You're a 

useless actor too. And that moustache is just weird. Nevertheless I've been despatched 

to save you from wandering around in ever decreasing circles until you disappear up 

your own drain pipe - or die of thirst first. So flipping get aboard, all of you: unless you 

like here of course." 

This final line elicited a chuckle from the flying machine's crew and Miles wondered 

why. And he continued to wonder as they clambered aboard; the door slammed shut 

behind them; and the vessel climbed skyward once more... 

 



As the vessel climbed beyond the confines of the building, Miles wondered where they 

were being taken. As if in answer to his silent question, Miles, Chester, Aquaplug, 

Henrietta, Blam, Bulbus, and Quentin, were invited to join the crew upon the 'bridge' of 

the flying machine… 

 

Miles remained unconvinced by the reality of his surroundings. He knew very little 

about flying machines, but he reasoned well enough to figure that both crew and 

passengers should require a seat and a restraining strap at the very least - or at least a 

loop of fabric to hang on to. Henrietta, naturally, was enjoying every second of the 

supposed flight. Her smile never relaxed throughout it. Equally Miles voiced his 

concern, and was invited to look out of the window... 

 



When he did as bid, he was forced to accept that the craft was aloft; but what exactly 

(he asked himself) was it flying over? 

"Oh that," the apparently psychic blue pilot said offhandedly, "is the physical 

manifestation of Anton Twerp's imagination. We’re flying between his realities. You've 

been wandering around the second of such: we're taking to you to the first." 

"Where we live." The leader added… 

 

"Why would you want to live in a world that sprung from an artist's fevered 

imagination?" Quentin Heartthrob inquired. 

"Coz, big-nose," another rubber bung replied, "it's better than living in the real world, 

where dwarf rubber bungs are looked down upon, both figuratively and physically, and 

made to feel like the diminutive dregs of society." 

Miles could see that, to a dwarf rubber bung at least, the idea of being top of the food 

chain might appeal somewhat. He said as much - to which he received a hesitant: 

"Ah...yeah," from the leader of the band. 

So they flew on over the strangely effervescent mindscape of Anton Twerp... 

 



As they did so, Miles marvelled at Henrietta Clamp's ability to enjoy herself - even 

when the situation was hardly conducive to having a good time... 

 

He stole a glance in her direction, and considered her appearance. 

'Okay,' he thought to himself, 'she isn't the prettiest thing I've ever seen wander out of the 

ladies public lavatory; but that smile...' 

He thought back to earlier – to a time shortly after beginning their exploration of this 

fake reality... 

 



...he'd stumbled above a deep chasm. But before he had the opportunity to swear like a 

trooper, he'd heard Henrietta's giggle, and couldn't help smiling at his misfortune. But 

before the young earplug could draw any conclusions from his ruminations, the flying 

machine swung gently into a hanger full of identical devices... 

 

"Right," the pilot called above the chatter of inquisitive earplugs as the vessel touched 

down... 

 

..."Everybody out. Crew first, followed by the passengers. Come along now: no dilly-

dallying."  

Naturally the pilot exited via a hatch above his seat, so that he could watch everybody 

disembark from a high vantage point…   



 

Then the crew turned about, so they could double-up as the official welcoming party... 

 

"Ah, it's great to be here." Chester said. "I think. I must say – you keep this place very 

spic and span. I could almost eat my supper off the floor." 

They were then invited to follow the rubber bungs... 

 



...and Miles wondered what nasty surprises this strange reality had in store for them all. 

 It was to transpire that Miles was right about surprises - the first of which came when 

they were taken for an audience with the beings who commanded the bungs, and who 

effectively ruled this second world of Anton Twerp's imagination. They stood before an 

artefact that could have been described as an altar - and in an instant both Miles and 

Chester recognised them as High Priests. The giveaway was the fact they hid their faces 

behind expressionless - almost android-like - masks, and spoke in a dull monotone… 

 

"You will prepare yourselves for service to the great spirit of Twerp." They said 

without preamble. "Depart now with others that have come here before you and have 

been indoctrinated already." 

As if on cue, the rubber bungs stepped aside... 

 

...and allowed three earplugs to approach the newcomers... 



 

Blam wasn't overly concerned when three mask-wearing earplugs approached the 

group; but the others were torn between two emotions - shock and revulsion. The three 

masked earplugs represented everything that an earplug instinctively loathed and railed 

against with every fibre of its being. 

"What do you want with us?" Chester yelled in alarm at them. 

The trio spoke as one. It wasn't a request: it was a command: "You will follow us." 

Miles nodded affirmation, but as he did so, he whispered to the others: "Follow them: 

then when I do something unexpected, you do it too. Okay?" 

Chester knew to trust his brother implicitly, and the others seemed to understand that 

Miles now thought and acted on their behalf. "Okay." Chester spoke for everyone. 

So, half way down a short corridor, Miles stopped abruptly, and shouted: "Oi, you 

three half-witted morons, this is as far as we go. If you want us to follow you, you'll have 

to drag us kicking and screaming." 

 



Clearly the three biological automatons had experienced resistance before. They didn't 

hesitate to turn about and advance upon the nervous newcomers in a most intimidating 

and relentless manner. But as the earplugs backed away it became necessary for the 

'faceless ones' to negotiate a difficult step that Anton Twerp must have included in this 

reality because he liked it when people fell on their faces, backsides, or hurt their knees. 

Miles turned this step to his advantage... 

 

...by leading the others in an unexpected rush forward, where they pushed the 

automatons over and tore off their masks with a deft twist of the wrist. 

Moments later sentience and individuality returned to the threesome…. 

 

"It's Wolfgang, the maintenance engineer!" Quentin squealed with delight. 

"And Heinrich Turdfish, the guy who commentates on the breakfast snooker show on 

TV!" Bulbus added. 

"And isn't that a former zombie called...er...Bob or Vic?" Miles said uncertainly. “I 

thought he’d gone on holiday with either Vic or Bob, to Tenerife!” 

"Actually it's Vic." The former zombie replied. "I was abducted about mid-morning. 

I've been slaving away mindlessly behind this mask nearly all day. Thank you all so 

much for saving us. Now has anyone seen my weightlifter girlfriend, Candy?" 



Of course no one had, so they split up to search for the yellow-coloured former weight 

lifter. Chester chose a particularly shiny corridor, where he encountered a solitary 

'faceless one', who was all alone, by itself, and with nobody... 

 

"Come here," he urged, "so I can remove that nasty mask for you. I’m quite adept at it, 

you know." 

The automaton didn't respond: instead it turned and ran. Chester didn't hesitate to go 

in pursuit. But as he closed upon his quarry, Chester's stomach began to heave - not 

because the fleeing figure was breaking wind in fear, but because Chester couldn't bear 

the sight of the other's butt cleft. .. 

 

But despite a gagging sensation in his throat at the sight of the top of his quarry's 

buttocks and the vast crevice that separated them, Chester threw himself full length in 

an athletic rugby tackle, to bring the poor unfortunate earplug down... 



 

And not a moment too soon did he whip away the offending, mind-numbing, mask, 

because the High Priests appeared at the end of the gangway… 

 

They seemed to be in mono-tonal conversation upon a subject that was so high-brow 

that Chester couldn't comprehend its meaning. This, and the recollection of an android 

regeneration booth in the reception area, convinced the young earplug that they were, 

in fact, not earplugs at all – but androids! Though the question of whether they were 

real or the figments of Anton Twerp's overly creative imagination remained open to 

conjecture. 

"Bleeders." He hissed under his breath. “What lousy timing.” Then, with what 

remained of his strength and energy, the heroic youngster heaved the confused mystery 

earplug up to the next level - and quickly joined it there… 

 



Once the androids had disappeared through a door, Chester asked: "What's your 

name?”  

"Um, I'm not sure." The reply came. "In fact I'm not sure that I'm me at all." 

Now Chester was almost as confused as the earplug that he'd just liberated from a life 

worse than death. He shook his head to dispel it as best he could. "Nuts to that for 

now." He said. "You remind me of a TV character called Cyrus Buttcleft: so until you 

remember who you are, I'll call you Cyrus. Come on Cyrus, let's get outta here." 

So moments later the pair of them rushed back the way they had come... 

 

But when Cyrus Buttcleft saw the other freed earplugs, he grew reticent to continue: to 

him they smelt so...unusual… 

 



And when Chester turned his back for a moment, Cyrus high-tailed it out of there… 

 

When he eventually noticed Cyrus’s absence, Chester went in search and called out the 

earplug’s adopted name into the labyrinth of corridors... 

 

And utterances like: "Cyrus, where are you, you enormously cleft-buttock'd thing 

you?" And “If you don’t get back here in two minutes, I’m going to kick you right up 

the arse!” 

Naturally Miles joined Chester as he searched high and low for the absent Cyrus 

Buttcleft… 



 

They even went into the greasy bowels of the artificial reality... 

 

...which they hated - particularly Miles, who had a phobia about used grease, burnt 

lard, and out-of-date dairy products. 

"I'm sorry," Miles said finally, "but the others are relying on me to get them back 

home: you'll have search for Cyrus alone." 

Initially Chester was appalled at being left alone in such an unpredictable place by his 

twin. But soon he chanced upon an end cap that seemed to measuring his electro-

magnetic aura. And he didn't look best pleased with the result... 

 



So Chester decided to cheer him up by giving him his favourite hat, whilst making do 

with a smaller, less attractive one that he found behind a fire bucket... 

 

"I love this hat." The Aura-Measuring end cap said. "It's a bit - you know - poufy: but I 

don't care. Ever since I accidentally fell into this figment of Twerp's twisted mind, I've 

been longing for a hat to ward off the vicious sun. So you want some help finding a 

weird kind'a earplug with big buttocks, eh?" 

Chester would have nodded, but he feared his silly hat would fall off. 

"Well you're in luck." The end cap continued. "There's a nice spot just 'round the 

corner that's full of flowers. I don't know if you're aware of the fact, but guys with big 

buttocks really enjoy a pretty bloom or flowery shirt. Personally I think it's indicative 

of a strange upbringing. But, hey, who am I to complain: I'm wearing your poufy hat, 

aint I?" 

And so it proved to be... 

 



"Oh, you found me." Cyrus Buttcleft said from the shade thrown by a pretty pink 

bloom. "I suppose you're going to want me to help you escape the clutches of the High 

Priests now." 

Actually Chester wasn't, but he paused long enough to think hard upon the subject, 

before denying the accusation. In fact he thought so long that he decided not to deny it 

at all. "Brilliant idea." He said. "Show me where they hang out: maybe we can 

deactivate them where they least expect it – that’s in their private quarters. Preferably 

right inside the toilet: that'd be a great surprise." 

Naturally Cyrus agreed. So, after saying 'thanks' and 'by-ee' to the helpful end cap, 

Chester and Cyrus began their mission by marching quickly past a line of derelict space 

haulage vessels that had long ago landed for the last time - and never again take to the 

air or navigate the medium for which they had been specifically designed and built – if 

only in Anton Twerp’s mind... 

 

 A short while later, inside their quarters, the two High Priests 'sensed' that something 

was wrong… 

 



Whatever the cybernetic sense was that the High Priests were using, it was serving them 

well because not only did it have them out of their private quarters faster than you 

could say 'Magnuss Earplug is silly young sod'... 

 

…but it was also accurate - because there was someone poking around nearby who 

could conceivably have been armed with a huge bomb, a cyber virus, or a harmful 

water-filled fire extinguisher or suchlike. Cyrus and Chester watched in consternation 

as the High Priests left two dwarf rubber bungs to guard the causeway that led to their 

front door… 

 

"What a bummer." Cyrus whispered to Magnuss as the guards took up their positions. 

"Now we'll have to find a back way in. There's bound to be one: Twerp's imagination 

isn't so fabulous that he would have subconsciously thought of everything." 

Chester grew hopeful. He said: "You mean there might be holes in his reality?" 

"Big enough for you and me to crawl through, hopefully." Cyrus answered. 

And so it was, when before long they found exactly what they were looking for… 

 



But the hole in Twerp's reality looked far too much like a cave for Chester's liking. 

Caves, Chester had always believed, were the single most emetic physical manifestation 

of really scary stuff known to earplug-kind. "After you." He stammered through fearful 

lips. 

Cyrus had no such hang-ups, and soon the duo found themselves in the bowels of the 

High Priest's residence... 

 

Initially it appeared that they'd wasted their time, until... 

 

Chester was pleased that Cyrus was ecstatic about discovering an android regeneration 

booth, though he couldn't imagine why his new friend should feel that way. 

 



As they regarded the advanced device, Cyrus said: "Ever since you freed me from the 

tyranny of the face mask, I've struggled to find my true identity. You say that I am 

male, but I'm not so sure." 

Chester took a sideways step. "Yeah?"  

Cyrus then did something totally unexpected. He threw himself into the machine, and 

pressed the 'Go' button… 

 

Chester hammered on the unyielding transparent cupola for all he was worth. 

"No, you damned fool." He yelled above the hum of the machine as it activated. "It's 

designed for artificial beings; not biological life-forms!" 

But then something happened that very nearly changed his mind... 

 



...when Cyrus Buttcleft seemed to change colour, and he yelled: "I knew it! I knew it!" 

Chester didn't want to look. "What's happened?"  He eventually ventured as the hum 

of the machine died down. Then, to his most utter consternation and delight, the 

impossible happened... 

 

"Well knock me down with a feather!" Chester exclaimed, as a very different Cyrus 

stepped from the regeneration machine and stood before him. He then explained his 

outburst by adding, "You're a female biological android. No wonder you were so 

confused by your previous appearance. And a rather pretty one too, I might add." He 

added a little lasciviously. "Well I think we can chalk this particular mission up as a 

success. Right; let's get the heck out of here." 

The blue android agreed whole heartedly. So they did... 

 

...and Chester cared nothing for the fearsome cave-like basement through which they 

scrambled, because he could barely drag his gaze from the creature he had once 

labelled, 'Buttcleft' and allowed them to linger for far longer than common sense should 

have dictated. 

"I really must rename you." He said as they re-passed the derelict space vessels… 



 

… "Or do you have a name already? A name that you've just remembered?" 

"Yes, I remember. I remember." The so far un-named biological android cried out in 

joy as the pair of them scurried along. "It's Agnes!" 

"Agnes." Chester said with a smile. "What a lovely name." And he meant it too. Apart 

from Ada, Edie, Morag, and Norma, Agnes was his favourite 'girly' name. 

"Twonk." Agnes added. 

Try as he may, Chester couldn't hide the disappointment he felt when he said: "Twonk? 

Oh dear, that's a terrible name. Agnes Twonk. Couldn't we think up another one 

entirely?" 

Agnes was intrigued with the idea. Being an android, she had no family honour that the 

name Twonk needed to uphold. No history. No pride. No corner green grocer shop. 

"I don't see why not." She said. "I was named after the genetic engineer, Emile Twonk, 

who designed a wide range of biological androids. Or it could have been the night 

cleaner, Davenport Twonk…Emile's younger, but infinitely more stupid, brother. 

Either way, I'm game for a name change.” 

"That's great," Chester said, as they entered the illusory safety of a lovely garden... 

 



..."because you have wonderful love handles that, quite frankly, I ache to grasp and pull 

you close so that we may kiss. Perhaps we can name you after those." 

"Agnes Lovehandles." Agnes spoke her new name experimentally whilst she snuggled 

closer to her new chum, who, far from shifting away awkwardly, as he would have done 

when she was Cyrus Buttcleft, moved in with the hope of grabbing her namesakes. But 

before anything could happen, the sound of many approaching feet sent a chill down 

Chester's spine. He struggled to retain the gas that had been building in his lower 

intestine ever since they'd arrived in the strange world of Anton Twerp's. He tried to 

create an image in his mind of the manner of beasts that were creating those 

multitudinous footfalls... 

 

Sadly the image that formed released the aforementioned gas. "Sorry," Chester said to 

Agnes, "but I think there's a pack of feral Plugmutts on the prowl, which loosened my 

intestine. I hope you don't mind." 

"Farting doesn't worry me." Agnes replied. "Being eaten by wild beasts does. Run!"  

Chester didn't need a second bidding: they were out of there in two seconds flat… 

 



But as quick and panic-stricken as they were, they were no match for the hunting 

Plugmutts. Almost immediately they were surrounded.... 

 

But almost as immediately Chester realised that the Plugmutts weren't hungry for 

earplug flesh; instead they wanted what every warm-blooded creature craves: love and 

attention. So he patted them on the head, and made silly noises at them. 

"Oh, they're so sweet." Agnes squealed with delight. "Chester, we must take these 

fabulous little critters back to the Museum of Future Technology. We could breed them 

and become fabulously rich." 

Chester was only too keen to agree. It gave his thoughts of escape new impetus. "Yeah, 

good idea." He replied. 

So, moments later, Chester and Agnes were leading the pack of bum-wagging animals 

to freedom... 

 

"We'll find Miles." Chester assured Agnes and the Plugmutts. "By now he'll have 

figured out what to do next." 



Chester wasn't being entirely accurate when he suggested that Miles would have 

dispensed with every problem imaginable during their absence; but (using cunning and 

subterfuge) he had locked the dwarf rubber bungs inside a rather imposing garden 

shed, and now spent his time waiting for his brother's return by standing around and 

theorising. In fact he had theorised a means of escape; and when Chester and Agnes 

arrived safely back with the Plugmutts in tow, he swung straight into action… 

 

"Henrietta," he addressed his usually bubbly little yellow female chum, "you watched 

what the pilot of the flying machine did when he brought us here, didn't you?" 

Henrietta didn't want to disappoint Miles, whom she admired and fancied rotten - both 

at the same time. "Kind of." She replied uncertainly. 

"That's good enough." Miles said with conviction. "I want you to fly Aquaplug, 

Wolfgang, and everybody else back to the desert scene. When they've arrived I want 

you to tell them to concentrate hard – their every thought - upon the Museum of Future 

Technology. Tell them to pick a spot that they can all visualise accurately. Then, when 

they can all see it in their minds, they must step forward. Only then will they have 

escaped this bubble universe and returned home. And just to stress the point, tell them 

that if they don't succeed, they'll be here for all eternity. Got that?" 

"Got it." She said. "Then I come back for you!" 

So, once the passengers had bundled aboard the saucer... 

 



Distance has no meaning in an imagined reality, and no sooner had Henrietta unloaded 

her earplug cargo; given them their instructions; launched once more; and returned, 

she was back almost instantaneously. 

"All aboard!" Miles shouted above the din of the High Priests and their acolytes as they 

hammered upon the hangar door with pick axes… 

 

Moments later the flying machine lifted off for the last time... 

 

...and quickly traversed the impossible gap between Twerp's worlds of the mind. 

"Right then," Miles said as he led everyone on to the desert scene once more. "Everyone 

adopt their positions." 

 



As Chester eyed a dangerous-looking sand worm that had reared up before them, Miles 

first prayed to the Saint of All Earplugs: then he had them concentrate upon the place 

they'd all come to think of as 'home'. Then, as one, they stepped forward… 

 

"Well take me down to Droxford!" Henrietta exclaimed with surprise, "It really 

worked!"  

Miles was inordinately pleased with himself and grinned like an idiot. Chester smiled 

warmly when he said: "Where to next, brother?" 

 

The answer to Chester's question came easily to Miles' lips. "We'll drop off the 

Plugmutts at an animal sanctuary first. Then we'll take the girls for a cafe con leche and 

a slice of tostada at that cafe that specialises in truly horrible coffee. The Café Puke. 



Then you and I will don our steel toe-capped work-boots and visit someone that we all 

know far too well." 

A half-hour later... 

 

"Right, Chester," Miles said out the side of his mouth, "got your disguise handy?" 

Chester nodded so enthusiastically that he might have been mistaken for their younger 

sibling, Magnuss. 

"Right on." He said. "Let's get down!" 

Chapter 3 

A while later Miles and Chester approached the Anton Twerp gallery... 

 

And a few moments later still they entered the building with such expectancy and 

excitement that they entered through the exit door and very nearly had to fight each 

other to get in first... 



 

Once inside they discovered that the gallery was its old familiar self. Its vaulted ceilings 

thrilled both Earplug brothers… 

 

"Why couldn't his bubble universe have ceilings like this?" Chester complained. "It 

would have made a good holiday destination." 

Then, abruptly, emerging from a side door it was Anton Twerp himself. His demeanour 

suggested that he'd failed to recognise the boys... 

 



"Gentlemen," he spoke expansively, "I wonder if I might interest you in a very unusual 

landscape..." 

"Thank you, we would be thrilled to, Mister Twerp." Miles replied from behind stylish 

sunglasses and Aquaplug's stupid moustache... 

 

… "But before we do, we'd like to introduce your backside to our hob-nail boots." 

So, whilst Anton Twerp's most southerly portion of his posterior was taking a pounding, 

far away in trans-dimensional space... 

 

...Magnuss and his friends continued to fall down the infinite gravity well… 



 

"Oh, Magnuss," Hair-Trigger Provost cried out in misery, "I'm feeling most bilious." 

Then, to make the situation even more intolerable, inter-spacial hallucinations began 

haunting them once more... 

 

"Ooh-er," Magnuss wailed, "I really hate haemoglobin. And this lot looks like the 

carboxy kind. It looks as though there’s hardly any oxygen left!" 

And even the experienced thimbles had stopped enjoying the ride - especially when... 
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...the fiery glow of the gravity well dissipated. Worse still, when the colour of their 

trans-dimensional environment went all doolally... 

 

…the resultant unencumbered sparks and whizzes threatened to scare them witless… 

 

But soon the situation worsened considerably when all four travellers were faced with 

the prospect of a collision with a vast crystal orb that lay in their flightpath… 
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As good fortune had it, this caused extreme consternation to grasp the bowels of 

earplugs and thimbles alike. So much so that Klapp and Klappometer accidentally 

released their entire supply of emergency intestinal gas - with a number of unstable 

landmines from their carelessly-untied rucksacks, which promptly combined violently 

in the trans-dimensional eddies and exploded. The amalgam of heat, stench and light 

raced ahead of them in an expanding cloud of hot gases, which hit the orb with a series 

of vicious and telling blows. In fact the resulting eruption came short of awe inspiring 

only by a hair's breadth... 

 

"Now that was a fart and a half!" An impressed Hair-Trigger announced, which 

pleased the thimbles immensely because in their society, farting had been elevated to an 

art form. 

Whilst all these trans-dimensional pyrotechnics were enlivening hyper-space, back in 

the eleventh century, Knobby - the air fresher cap - and the end cap chief's daughter, 

Impetigo, had combined their intelligence and fathomless desire for the acquisition of 

wealth, to conjure up a devious plan… 

 



Now they were slinking away from the forest - en route to Mister Zinc's wattle and daub 

fortress... 

 

Not wanting to speak with anyone but the great earplug himself, they infiltrated the 

establishment, and soon found themselves climbing the steps to Zinc's private quarters. 

Then, having identified his front door they paused long enough to practise their routine 

one more time before knocking... 

 

Inside Zinc's private quarters, Blue, his android girlfriend, was regenerating slowly 

upon a makeshift android regeneration machine that Zinc had cobbled together out of 

locally sources materials - like mud, bark, moss, dung and algae. Whilst she did so, Zinc 

was sifting through a container of amber shards… 

 



"I've just had these delivered." He told her. "It took a heck of a lot of peat to purchase 

these. Everything the peat-boggers could produce in fact. Heck they were expensive. But 

now I have the means to power up those directed energy weapons I told them about 

earlier today." 

A puzzled Blue looked down her nose at the amber shards... 

 

"Why did you go to the trouble and expense of trading for them?" She asked. 

Because his jury-rigged regenerator only worked at thirty-eight percent efficiency, Zinc 

assumed that Blue was suffering from cerebral dislocation. 

"Where else am I going to obtain a substance with so much latent energy laced within 

its complicated crystalline structure? Perhaps you like me to pluck it from out of my 

ear?" He snapped at her. 

Blue was speechless with astonishment: Zinc was a long-term aficionado of the android 

form. Indeed he modelled his appearance upon it. How was it possible that he didn't 

know that amber shards were nothing more than android plop? She said as much. It 

was Zinc's turn to be stunned. How could he be so forgetful? Of course he knew what 

amber shards were, but surely the stress and strain of an attempted coup in the 

Museum of Future Technology, followed by his banishment to eleventh century Ireland, 

and finally his attempts to bring the technology of the era up to a standard whereby he 

could return to the museum, hadn’t over-taxed his brain too much, and he'd simply 

forgotten? Then a thought struck: "Oi," he said to Blue, "where'd the guy I bought this 

from get this plop? Androids don't exist in this era!" 

Blue would have coloured with embarrassment - had she not been deep blue and an 

android. "They must be mine." She replied. "Whenever I produce one, I place it in a 

little wicker basket and send it down the river." 

Before Mister Zinc could explode with rage and self-recrimination, a knock at the door 

diverted his attention. Quickly shifting mental gears, he answered it… 



 

Mister Zinc recognised Knobby in an instant. "You're one of those blasted peat-

boggers." He roared. "I remember abducting you and putting you in suspended 

animation!" 

"Indeed you did, Sir." Knobby replied cheerfully, "And what fun it was too, so it was. 

Now I'm going to repay that kindly act with one of my own." 

Zinc thought that Knobby was using sarcasm - and what he really meant was that he 

was going to fill Zinc's face in with his fists. 

"Guards." He bellowed at the top his voice. "Attend your master."  

But he stopped abruptly when, once more, his mind was diverted - this time by the sight 

of Impetigo's rare smile. 

"Oh, I say!" He stammered. And as he did so Knobby and Impetigo let themselves in... 

 

"Fret not, Mister Zinc," Impetigo whispered, "we're here to help you." 

Knobby then told Zinc of the Arborealista's plan to kick him up the bum when his 

attention was entirely centred upon operating the makeshift Tunnel Temporale. 

"You have to go sooner." Knobby concluded. "Before they hear your machinery 

working, and get the chance to put their 'kicking' plimsolls on." 



Despite being told not to fret, Zinc managed to. "But my steam powered electricity 

generator won't be ready until tomorrow afternoon at best." He whined. Then pulling 

himself together he added, "I know: I'll double the guard." 

Knobby noticed the amber shards. "Cor, they veritably hum with power." He said. 

"Might it not be possible to use them?" 

Blue seized upon this. "Of course. And I have a bucket half-full of them hidden beneath 

a muslin cloth beside the compost heap. Oh, Zinc, it's your only chance. We must flee 

whilst your backside remains reasonably intact!" 

Zinc spent a nanosecond in thought. Then, about a quarter of an hour later he and Blue 

rolled aside the huge papier-mâché boulder that hid the entrance to the Tunnel 

Temporale... 

 

Zinc then loaded the amber shards into the energy collector basket, and Blue flicked the 

main switch to the 'On' position. 

In the woods, the fields, and in the peat bog, the Aborealista, the farm workers, and the 

peat-boggers, heard the hum that emanated from Zinc's fortress home. In their 

desperation to attack they rushed like a bunch of loonies... 

 



The guards, aware that their master was about to abandon them, stood aside, which 

allowed the angry mob to swarm up the main steps... 

 

...yelling loudly and making terrible physical threats. 

But deep in the dungeon, Zinc and Blue were making their escape, and taking 

Slavemaster One with them... 

 

With the object of their loathing eluding them, the mob quickly dissipated and returned 

in dribs and drabs to their homes and workplaces. This included the Eco-Warriors... 



 

...who never approved of technology anyway, and who gladly moved in with end caps of 

the forest, where their huge eyes could be put to good use in the darker recesses of the 

wood. 

Knobby and Impetigo, meanwhile, had stolen furtively into Zinc's quarters. 

 

Closing the door behind her, and running an appreciative hand across the smooth 

plastered walls, Impetigo said: "Ooh, very nice. Those rough misaligned interior walls 

of the forest village are vile in comparison. I think, Knobby that we should tell my 

father and his clan to go take a run and jump. From now on I'm having the good things 

in life - like an outside toilet and a wood-burning stove in the kitchen." 

"Yes," Knobby said as he placed his bottom upon the android regeneration seat... 

 



..."I could get used to this, so I could. This chair is really neat too. I can feel its power 

tickling my botty as I speak. Tell you what, Impetigo; let's go find the deeds to this 

place: cross out Zinc's name; and add our own." 

"Great idea." Impetigo grinned with pleasure. "But before we do...hop off for a 

moment, will you: I want my bottom tickled too." 

Chapter 4 

Meanwhile, in the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...the Time Techs had decided that the best way to placate the populace was by calming 

the time storms. This required switching off the nul-space power generator. Naturally 

Rupert Piles and his ever-present 3D TV camera accompanied them… 

 



Wolfgang (who had only recently returned from his unwanted journey into Anton 

Twerp's bubble universe, and who was clearly suffering from Post Dramatic Stress 

Syndrome, stood atop the vast machine beside his new assistant - a huge purple earplug 

named Tall Tina - and one of the full-time curators - Widderspoon Flange) would have 

nothing to do with the Time Tech's plan. He was scathing when he retorted: "Sod off 

back to the future, you ghastly cretin: we're not switching the power off, and that's 

that!" 

Flange backed him up: "No, of course not: our showers would dribble tepid water. Our 

ice creams would melt. And as regards the coffee in the cafeteria...well it would be even 

more horrible!" 

"And cold." Tall Tina added. 

Of course the Time Techs could have overruled a single curator and a mere 

maintenance operative and his assistant; but they were fully aware that the eyes of the 

entire museum were on them, courtesy of Rupert Piles’ close attendance. Time was on 

their side though: all they need do was wait until Flange's hours of work expired. Then 

they could reintroduce the idea to one of the lesser-known curators whom they had in 

their metaphorical pocket. So they departed with pretend cross faces and false stilted 

movements... 

 

But this behaviour was to have serious repercussions. Repercussions that the Time Tech 

Leader could not possibly have imagined - even if he lived until he was two hundred and 

forty-seven years of age. This was because their most junior member, Runt, found cross 

faces abhorrent, and he simply couldn't do the Time Tech Stilted Movement Walk to 

save his life. So he decided to remain behind, where Tall Tina engaged him in 

conversation… 

 



"Are there any freaks like me where you come from?" She enquired of the young 

earplug from the future. 

Runt was astonished by the question. He asked himself how a being so beautiful could 

consider herself a freak. "Ah - no." He replied. 

"That's good." Tall Tina said with a downcast look and a nod of her very high head. 

"I'd hate to think of a future in which genetic deviations such as I are walking the Earth 

and talking drivel and feeling miserable." 

In that moment Runt looked forward in time to the future to which Tall Tina referred. 

He suddenly realised how horribly anodyne it was. How everyone looked much the 

same. Where were all the tall girls in the future? 

"Nowhere, that's where." He said to himself grimly. 

"I beg your pardon?" Tall Tina inquired. 

But she gained no response: Runt was deep in thought. He wasn't quite so sure that he 

wanted to go 'home' anymore. His era had lost its shine. Suddenly the Museum of 

Future Technology (circa now) had grown considerably more attractive. 

"Just like you." He said to Tall Tina, which confused her slightly. "Let's adjourn to the 

Tunnel Temporale." He added. "We can continue this conversation alone." 

And something not dissimilar happened to the Time Tech Second-in-Command, 

Twinkles Forget-me-not too... 

 

He'd just happened to catch sight of Belinda Noseguard, who, since being made 

gorgeous, was hanging around in the hope of being spotted on TV.  Naturally the boring 

old time storm stuff was forgotten instantly, and so he wandered off and introduced 

himself to her. Naturally, being a deep lustrous blue, he had all the physical attributes 

that would appeal to a female so recently rejuvenated. 

"Cor, you're nice." She said openly and without shame or embarrassment. "What's 

your name?" 



Tinkles responded positively and truthfully, and within moments the Time Tech's 

career plans lay behind him. As they strolled slowly away together, only one sad, lonely, 

earplug watched their departure... 

 

Plopper O'Hooligan had been stalking Belinda since she'd spurned him earlier in the 

day. Fortunately he had the Robot Guide for company. 

"Hey," the Robot Guide said cheerfully to his purple customer, "things aint so bad. 

There's plenty more fish in the sea, ya know. If you look far enough, you're bound to 

find someone as lonely and needy as yourself - and totally desirous of a new...um...chum. 

Come with me. Walk this way." 

So, whilst Tinkles vacated the area in the company of Belinda Noseguard; and Plopper 

followed sullenly behind the Robot Guide, as they too made off to pastures new, Runt 

and Tall Tina had arrived at the Tunnel Temporale. Or, more precisely, the PO9 2LY... 

 

"If you turn this device back on," Tall Tina said nervously, "I'll be your slave until the 

end of time. I know I'm as ugly as sin, but you could always try beating me until I'm 

reasonably presentable. I'm really good at shovelling coal you know; and dusting the 

tops of doors; and disinfecting lavatory bowls. So I do have my uses." 

Runt was horrified. This was tantamount to emotional blackmail. "I'll have to think 

about it." He lied. But then he thought better of it. "I wouldn't have to beat you." He 

said quietly. "I don't think you're ghastly at all. I think you're wonderful." 



He stepped forward awkwardly... 

 

"And I could never let you clean my lavatory - at least not without waterproof gloves." 

Meanwhile Plopper was finding it difficult keeping up with the Robot Guide - as it 

traversed an arid exhibit that represented an era when earplugs finally tired of endless 

soapy baths and refreshing showers, and had taken to using dust baths instead… 

 

Rupert Piles, ever eager to spot a fluffy earplug-interest story, decided to ditch the dry 

and prosaic Time Tech leader, and instead trained his camera upon the hapless purple 

being. So he was as pleased as punch that when the moment arrived that Plopper finally 

found the presence of mind to pay attention to his surroundings, and discovered that the 

Robot Guide had guided him into the presence of a very unusual-looking female 

earplug, he was there to record the moment for the ‘happy news’ slot at the end of the 

evening news report... 

 



In fact, so unusual was she - being two-tone and huge-eyed (in Plopper's eyes anyway) - 

that she was a real competitor, in the looks department, for the pseudo-legendary 

Belinda Noseguard. So he put aside his melancholy, and instead spoke to her: "Hello." 

He said with an intonation that was almost flat and monotone, "My name is Plopper. 

Plopper O'Hooligan." 

"Hello yourself." The unusual duo-coloured female replied with a degree of interest 

that surprised Plopper. "My name's Fancy Flanagan: they're holding a dust wrestling 

match down at the Dust Bowl in five minutes: I have a spare ticket: how'd you like a 

roll in the cinders? You get to wear a gum shield, elbow pads, and a chain mail vest. It's 

great. We could make a mixed-doubles tag team!" 

This was an offer that was far too fascinating to refuse. "Lead on, Fancy." Plopper said 

with the first toothy grin that he'd cracked all day. "Lead on." 

 

If Runt and Tinkles felt any qualms over abandoning their leader, they certainly didn't 

show it. And if they'd known what would happen next, they would have been very glad 

that they made the decisions that they had! 

Curator, Betty Barcode, was showing two colleagues a nasty stain on the kitchen floor 

of her dungeon-themed semi-detached cottage. A call came in unexpectedly from 

Curator's Central Command… 

 



"Whoo," she cried - the nasty and persistent stain forgotten - "we've all been 

summoned to Central Command." 

Her two colleagues wanted details… 

 

"Well," Betty said, after taking a huge breath, "only those who are either in hospital, on 

holiday overseas, or awaiting trial, are exempt. The rest of us must attend right now. 

We don't even have enough time to replace our hearing aid batteries or go to the toilet 

first!" 

It took but a short while for all the available curators to assemble, and a court was 

quickly convened. To make up the shortfall in bone fide curators, the Angel with a Huge 

Nose, and the Museum's Avatar, had been co-opted into the organisation. None of them 

was surprised when the leader of the Time Techs was dragged - kicking and screaming - 

into the hall… 

 

"What are you doing - fiddling about with our Tunnel Temporale?" The vastly-toothed 

Cushions Smethwyke demanded. 

"And what's with the PO9 2LY being switched off?" An equally aggrieved Bubbly 

Salterton growled. 



"Yeah, ya lousy rotten pile of poop," the Cemetery Avatar snarled. "And now ya wanna 

turn off the power supply too!" 

"And still the time storms go on unabated." The Angel with a Huge Nose reminded the 

shell-shocked earplug from the future. 

The Time Tech leader had never wanted to visit the Museum of Future Technology of 

the current era. Effectively he was there under suffrage. He'd drawn the short straw 

when the tasks had been dealt out. He'd had enough: "Couldn't give a damn." He said 

in his defence. "As far as I'm concerned, you're all primitives from a backwards era. I 

look down my nose at you. I hold you at arm's length like a month-old haddock. I'm 

much cleverer than you: I was born in the future: that makes me your superior. So yah-

boo sucks to the lot of you!" 

This was too much for Hunting Provost, who had been hired to play the role of 

arresting officer, and who was still smarting from the embarrassment of having his 

estranged wife stolen from under his nose by the charming young Magnuss Earplug. 

"Kill the heretic!" He roared. "String him up by his knicker elastic and flog him!" 

Fortunately for the Time Tech leader, the curators instead decided to have him 

incarcerated. So Hunting Provost had the dubious pleasure of taking him away... 

 

The Time Tech leader snorted derisively as he was taken away under guard. "You 

really think you can survive the temporal trauma that is to come - without me?" He 

snarled. "More fool all of you for what you do here this day. Doom awaits you all. Do 

you hear me? Doom!" 

"Someone put a sock in his mouth." Cushions pleaded. "Please." 

Meanwhile, at the PO9 2LY location, Runt was coming under increased pressure from 

Tall Tina. "Oh Runt," she said with a deep sigh, "you're such a lovely little guy: if only 

you could get past this mental blockage. You're not a Time Tech anymore: you can 

switch the machine back on. You just have to find the inner strength and will to act." 

Neither earplug had noticed a small knot of passers-by coalesce into a crowd that 

seemed to eavesdrop upon their conversation and hang upon their every word and 

nuance... 



 

But when they finally did, one of the crowd members stepped forward. To Tall Tina's 

surprise it was none other than the Museum of Future Technology's most 

internationally-famous citizen – the aged thespian, Sir Dodger Muir! 

 

"Sir Dodger Muir!" She screamed before she swooned and staggered backwards 

against a computer console. 

"I say, old chap," Sir Dodger spoke to Runt in his most dulcet tone, "mind if I have a 

word in your shell-like ear? 

Runt hailed from a different era - when motion pictures were laughed at for being 

unrealistic and overly expensive; but even he had heard of the legendary Sir Dodger 

Muir. "Oh, Sir Dodger, I'm so thrilled to hear you speak to me." He gushed. "If I was 

female I think I would have swooned like the non-conventionally attractive Tall Tina. 

What do you want to tell me?" 

Sir Dodger raised an eyebrow at Runt's obsequiousness - before continuing with: "You 

really should do as the...er...lovely young lady requests, you know. Now you may not be 

overly familiar with feminine wiles and their touchy-feeliness, but I am. Now I know - 



for a fact - that Tall Tina here is an enormous fan of yours. Or at least she would be – if 

only you’d set this damned contraption working again." 

As his gaze repeatedly swapped between the former movie star and the object of his 

building affection, Runt nodded vigorously. But his professional training had been 

intense: again doubt crept into his sentient mind and he prevaricated once more. 

Then Sir Dodger delivered his telling...no...his killer punchline: "Of course, we could 

always shove your head down the toilet and hit the flush button." 

Years of indoctrination evaporated in a nanosecond. "I'll need some help." Runt 

blurted. "Can someone watch the doo-dah gauge whilst I flick the main circuit 

breaker?" 

 

Joy abounded as the crowd swept forward in a tidal wave of excitement and relief. Even 

Rupert Piles' voice could be heard on the audio track as he screamed with delight. 

Perhaps it was the result of Runt's selfish act, or maybe only coincidence, but no sooner 

had the PO9 2LY chimed back in on all cylinders, when out in hyperspace... 

 

...the headlong rush down the gravity well continued… 
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"Nooo." They all cried. "No more. We give up!" 

Then something hove into view in the distance… 

 

"It's the fires of hell itself!" Hair-Trigger screamed. 

Fortunately for the foursome, the bounty hunter was entirely mistaken. 

"I recognise that." Klapp said, as he carefully darned his frayed nerves... 



 

..."I think that it signifies that a planetary body is in close proximity." 

"Yes." Klappometer confirmed her husband's hypothesis. "Everyone; get behind 

Klapp. Angle your bodies correctly. Head for the light!" 

"Hurrah." Magnuss cried only slightly prematurely whilst he did as he'd been 

instructed. "Our endless journey nears it's...er...end!" 

And in the Museum of Future Technology, the fake sky darkened ominously... 

 

A number of inhabitants looked up… 
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"Ooh, pretty." They said. 

Then the sky grew even more ominous looking... 

 

And more people looked skyward... 

 

But they weren't so sure that it looked quite so pretty anymore. In fact one of them said: 

"Cripes!" 

And the other one said a very rude word indeed! Then the sky changed again... 
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Inside the gravity well, its sole occupants could see the terminus forming... 

 

"About sodding time." Hair-Trigger complained. "I'm dying for a pee. And judging 

from that discrete squirming, Magnuss, I'd wager you are too!" 

Inside the Museum of Future Technology, the sky was illuminated by a flash of brilliant 

white light... 
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"That's more like it." One individual was heard to say. "Now I feel that I'm getting my 

money's worth." 

Then, as the clouds dissipated, a huge ethereal, sphere-like object became slowly 

apparent - from which a smaller object seemed to eject, and streak across the artificial 

firmament... 

 

Then, before anyone could gather their wits, the small object had touched down in a 

blaze of incandescent light... 

 

Then, as the photonic conflagration cooled, from out of dimming light, four figures 

appeared... 
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...at the main entrance to the Museum of Future Technology, where a surprised Robot 

Ticket Collector was knocked over by the blast of displaced air.  

"Oi," it said from the ground, "any of you flash-Harry’s got a ticket?" 

 

"No need," Magnuss replied. "I'm a hero of the museum: I don't need a ticket. And 

these are my guests." 

The Robot Ticket Collector might have argued, but any further conversation was 

circumvented by the return of normal lighting and the arrival of, an ever-enthusiastic, 

Robot Guide... 

 

"Hiya, guys," it said cheerfully, "I'm your Robot Guide for the day. Would you like me 

to show you around?" 

And in the control room the Duty Curators had seen everything... 

 



"I'm just so excited," Cushions informed the others, "I could scream." 

"Let's tell everyone the good news." Barcode Betty suggested. "Does anyone have the 

keys to the bunting cupboard?" 

But as the news got out Ballington looked grimly from his private window in Swottan 

Hetty.... 

 

He couldn't help but see the return of the prodigal earplug as a threat. Naturally he 

took the only logical course of action: he couched his followers in the fine art of frontal 

assault. So, as Magnuss and his friends entered the main building, Ballington's forces 

attacked… 

 



"Magnuss," a surprisingly calm Klapp said, "you and Hair-Trigger pop into that public 

lavatory for the pee you both so desperately need: Klappometer and I shall take care of 

this nasty little problem." 

Moments later four land mines were ejected from the thimble's backpacks… 

 

Then, as two of them exploded... 

 

...everyone discovered that the mines were actually stun grenades. Instantly the 

attackers were thrown into confusion… 
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…as their world seemed to twist and turn in on itself; and then spin wildly out of 

control. 

"No mi gusta!" The Spanish contingent cried as they fled… 

 

 

The non-Spanish among the horde simply squealed incoherently. Others merely writhed 

upon the ground like a pack of mealworms. All, eventually, fled. And they continued to 

flee - right 'round the corner... 

 

…until they were far from sight. 

As they bent to retrieve the two unexploded mines, Klappometer said: "I think that 

went rather well."  



 

Klapp agreed. "If anyone was considering messing with Magnuss, they'll think again 

now." 

In the distance Ballington Cork had been as surprised as anyone by the stun grenades. 

He delayed the second wave to consider his response... 

 

Chapter 5 

Meanwhile Hair-Trigger and the thimbles accompanied Magnuss as he raced along the 

main thoroughfare to meet his brothers... 

 



Rudi, Valentine, Chester, and Miles were pleased too... 

 

And when they met, it was like the irresistible force colliding with the immovable object. 

They coalesced - and joy abounded upon at least seventeen levels of brotherly 

consciousness… 

 

 

"Let's go to the cafeteria." Magnuss suggested above the tumult of happy voices as the 

boys were introduced to his fellow travellers. "The Café Puke has a karaoke machine. 

And a whole bunch of sombreros too!" 

It was an outstanding idea; so they made off with alacrity... 



 

Before long a party was in full swing, and Agnes Lovehandles performed 'Los  

Caballeros Stupido' with Chester and Miles... 

 

The thimbles, meanwhile, had slipped quietly away so that they could take time out to 

consider events. As they sat side by side in front of a camp fire on the waste land beside 

the sewage works, they felt a calmness descend upon them... 

 



"I like it here, Klapp." Klappometer informed her husband. 

"And I like the Earplug Brothers." Klapp replied. "They seem the sorts that are prone 

to getting themselves into all sorts of brother. What say you?" 

Klappometer agreed. "I think we should hang around awhile: they might be in need of 

our services again." 

The party continued unabated for almost twenty minutes before Rudi called a halt to 

proceedings. 

"Guys," he said, "sorry to interrupt our celebration, but I think it's time we donned our 

Cossack hats: we've got a would-be god to put in his place." 

The others knew what he meant, except Magnuss of course; but he was happy to go 

along with anything his brothers wanted to do. So before long the Earplug Brothers 

began their march towards destiny... 

 

They found Ballington near Swottan Hetty, where he'd popped out for a newspaper and 

a sherbet dip… 

 



"What do you lot want?" He demanded when they blocked his way. 

"We're the Earplug Brothers." Rudi began without preamble or niceties. "It's our job 

to protect the Museum of Future Technology from nut-jobs like you." 

Ballington reacted with indignation and anger: "Nut-job?" He boomed. "Who are you 

calling a nut-job?" 

By now the press had arrived, and the scene was bathed in the stark white light of a 

thousand flash bulbs... 

 

"There is no such thing as a god in the Museum of Future Technology." Rudi informed 

Ballington. "Ergo, you are not a god." 

"You're very talented in a psychic sort of way." Valentine softened the blow. But then 

added: "But that doesn't make you a god." 

"Yes." Miles spoke out too. "We think you should shove off somewhere else." 

"Too right." Chester backed up his twin. "And take your loony followers with you!" 

Ballington wasn't about to give up on god-hood just yet. He began a debate upon gods in 

general... 

 



"You say that there is no such thing as a god?" He asked rhetorically. "Well what about 

the sun gods of your ancestors?" 

 

"Our ancestors were prats." Rudi answered. "They only had two brains cells to rub 

together. Today believing in the sun gods is like believing in the great watering can god, 

who sprinkles us with his love every time it rains."... 

 

Such a powerful argument forced Ballington to concede that point. But he countered 

with: "What about the great cybernetic god? Lots of robots believe in that!" 



 

"No they don't."  Miles snapped. "They only believe in it when they want to. For 

example, if they don't want to do something, they say 'the great cybernetic god wouldn't 

approve'. Other times they'd say 'I'm just off down the dog track to pray to the great 

cybernetic god'. It's a god of convenience - and nothing more!" 

Ballington harrumphed at this. He knew when he was beaten, but he didn't want the 

earplugs to know that he knew. "Okay, wise ass," he growled, "what about the three 

wise faces totem? 

 



That actually exists. Why, on sunny days, people of all rubbery types go out to the 

arboretum and give thanks for the warm sunshine and clement weather."... 

 

Valentine was concerned that Ballington might have a valid point: he well remembered 

earplugs flocking to the totem during a mini-ice age... 

 



"It's just a wooden pole." Rudi dismissed the totem with a shrug. "I once painted a 

huge nose on it during the school holiday. Some idiots thought that it was a divine sign 

of fertility and dragged their schoolteachers there to look." 

Ballington ground his teeth with frustration. His thoughts grew wild and random. 

"What about the...er…the twin-horned obelisk of weightlifters?" He blurted. "That's a 

brilliant god, that is; though not as good as me, obviously." 

 

"It's nothing but a big slab of plastic with eyes painted on it." Chester said - before 

pointing out an important fact. "And the weightlifters use it as a urinal." 

Now Ballington grew really mad and he cast a huge shadow that startled the Earplug 

Brothers... 

 

"Don't lecture me about gods." Ballington bellowed. "I'm an expert in the field. This is 

what a god looks like." He roared as he tossed the earplugs a photograph of a recently 

completed monastery dedicated to Ballington (in particular) and corks (in general)... 



Valentine caught the photograph; gave it a cursory glance; and tossed it over his 

shoulder.  

 

"Big deal.”  He said. “If there really is a god, I hardly think he's likely to waste his time 

standing on the top of a pedestal all day. He’d be bored stupid." Then he recalled the 

vision of The Supreme Being that he'd seen whilst escaping the self-destruction of the 

Eyewash Station exhibit... 

 

"Yeah," he added, "The Supreme Being is the only true god. And he's got big shiny 

teeth!" 

"Don't care." Ballington replied morosely. "I know I'm a god, and there's nothing you 

can say to convince me otherwise." 

Rudi then played his trump card. He tossed a garish purple body stocking to the floor at 

the cork's feet. "What do you have to say about that?"  He demanded... 
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"Goodbye?" Ballington ventured in a careless manner. 

"Denying all knowledge, eh?" Rudi pressed. "Well let me tell you something, you big fat 

brown thing: we have friends in high places. It's a pity for you that you didn't check out 

the hierarchy of this place - before you began your campaign to take it over, coz if you 

had, you'd know all about the Omnipresent Scanner." 

For the first time Ballington knew fear. "Omnipresent Scanner?" He said with a gulp. 

"It belongs to the curators." Rudi explained. "It can see anywhere the curators point it 

at. And it has a video recorder attached to it too." 

Ballington's carefree manner evaporated in an instant. He gulped again before replying 

with: "Yeah? So what? It didn't see nothing I wouldn't be proud of." 

It was Miles' turn to flick a photograph across the divide between the earplugs and the 

delusional god." Not even this?" He queried. 

 

"Oh flip," Ballington roared, "I look terrible in a body stocking!" 

"And this?" Chester ground out as he too produced a photograph - this time taken 

from the front seat of the Omnipresent Scanner by Cushions Smethwyke... 

 



Ballington screamed in a horrified voice. "But I thought I was all alone on the main 

thoroughfare." He explained. "Everyone was either taking a siesta or visiting the 

lavatory!" 

Ballington then, somewhat begrudgingly accepted another photograph. It showed him 

parading up and down outside the adjutant's office in Swottan Hetty... 

 

"And look at the shape of me." He wailed. "I look like a short fat mushroom, trapped in 

an angler’s landing net!" 

The shame of seeing himself thus dressed - his fetish laid bare for everyone in the 

Museum of Future Technology to see - left Ballington utterly defeated. 

"Okay," he said, as he stepped into the body stocking, "you win: I'll go." 

 

Once they'd recovered from the sight of the former cork god in a fishnet body stocking 

up close, the boys raced into the security suite to watch Ballington depart in Landing 

Craft RD125 - and sail away, for destination unknown… 



 

By coincidence, just as the Earplug Brothers were celebrating their victory over 

Ballington, Mister Zinc's roughly-hewn Tunnel Temporale finally made chronological 

contact with the present day. But, much to Mister Zinc's surprise, he didn't step into the 

Museum of Future Technology's tunnel exit; instead he materialised upon a central dais 

in some hare-brained, futuristic, control room... 

 

"Duh?" He said eloquently. 

Zinc, Blue, and Slavemaster One then dared venture forward towards an invitingly 

open door... 

 



"No noise." Zinc said as he turned to warn his assistants. "No ambient din whatsoever. 

You know, I fear my tunnel seems to have taken a wrong turn somewhere. I have no 

idea where we are." 

And as they exited the cramped building... 

 

"I'm not happy in the slightest, dearest." Blue volunteered. "Where is everyone?" 

As Mister Zinc shook his head in bewilderment, Slavemaster One spied a discrete label 

above the door... 

 

"Say, Boss," He called. "Is this pertinent?" 

The name meant nothing to Zinc, but Blue scanned her memory rods for the name 

'Anton Twerp'. 



"Anton Twerp," She announced. “Artist, eccentric, multi-talented in a wide range of 

artistic disciplines, egotistical, registered psychic, one permanently swollen earlobe, and 

an itchy bum. He owns a gallery in the Museum of Future Technology that is dedicated 

to his works alone." 

Still nothing clicked inside Zinc's brain, so they moved on... 

 

"I don't recall this place before." Blue informed Zinc. "Is it possible that it was 

developed during our brief absence?" 

"Of course not." Zinc snapped. "The museum was still recovering from all those 

attacks and stuff. It must have been here all along, but we just never noticed it.” 

Blue looked at her flesh and blood boyfriend. Was he just whistling in the dark? She 

sensed fear in her diodes. Then Slavemaster One called out again... 

 

"Hey, look what I've found. It's that twerp bloke again. Say, does he own the whole 

place, or something?" 

But still the truth failed to dawn on Mister Zinc - until they discovered a hitherto 

unknown flying machine hangar... 



 

"Ah, I don't like to say this, Boss." Slavemaster One spoke nervously. "But it's that 

Anton Twerp guy again. 

Mister Zinc’s shoulders slumped and despair almost overwhelmed him... 

 

"My Tunnel Temporale may have freed us from the prison of an eleventh century Irish 

peat bog," he said with clipped tones, "but it's landed us in a far more secure jail." 

Blue and Slavemaster One looked at him as questioningly as only servo-mechanisms 

really can. 

"We're in nul-space." He explained quietly, between sobs of reproach and self-pity. 

"This is an artificial realm - cut off from normal space/time. I have no idea how we will 

ever find our way back to the Museum of Future Technology!" 

Then he said a very rude word indeed! 

The End 
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